2021 HONORS RECOGNITION AWARDS
Honoring Student Leadership & Academic Success
April 12, 2021
Finalists for Outstanding Student Awards for Scholarship, Leadership, and Service

OUTSTANDING FRESHMAN MAN
Edward Alcantar
Yoseph Helal
Andres Revis

OUTSTANDING FRESHMAN WOMAN
Elizabeth Horn
Kylie Patricia Malig-On
Katherine McNabb

OUTSTANDING SOPHOMORE MAN
Angel Badillo Hernandez
John Lovett
Hunter Ordner

OUTSTANDING SOPHOMORE WOMAN
Brooke Creacy
Caroline Gomez
Brittany Roberts
Finalists for Outstanding Student Awards for Scholarship, Leadership, and Service

OUTSTANDING JUNIOR MAN

Omar Combie  Brendon Miller  Andrea Repici

OUTSTANDING JUNIOR WOMAN

Callie Bishop  Abigail Jones  Tatum Spradley

OUTSTANDING SENIOR MAN

DanLee Duncan  Yohann Isaac  Cheslin Maloney

OUTSTANDING SENIOR WOMAN

Amy Arceneaux  Kishelle Licorish  Shelbi Stogdill
Finalists for Outstanding Student Awards for Scholarship, Leadership, and Service

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MAN
- David Bellot
- Mahesh Reddy
- William Morgan

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE WOMAN
- Mika Morgan
- Elisha Titre
- Megan Widner

MAN OF THE YEAR
- Crege La Ronde
- Kaushik Shah
- Andrew Wolf

WOMAN OF THE YEAR
- Shelbi Stogdill
- Amanda Threlkeld
- Bethany Ward
Finalists for Outstanding Student Awards for Leadership, and Service

VIOLA GRADY LEADERSHIP AWARD
- Crege La Ronde
- Kaushik Shah
- Amanda Threlkeld

HOWARD FARRELL COMMUNITY EXCELLENCE AWARD
- Amy Arceneaux
- Deanna Duensing
- Kaushik Shah

JAMES L. STEWART SERVICE AWARD
- Honors Program
- Student Council
- Sigma Lambda Alpha Sorority, Inc.
- Sociology Club
Outstanding Freshman

Andres Revis
Outstanding Freshman Man

Andres was nominated by the Redwine Honors Program and the Political Science Department. Andres is a Student Council member in the Redwine Honors Program and a social subcommittee member. He is also a member of MSU's Model UN and Percussion Ensemble. Congratulations, Andres.

Elizabeth Horn
Outstanding Freshman Woman

Elizabeth was nominated by the Redwine Honors Program. She is a member of the Redwine Honors Program, Society of Women Engineers, an SGA representative, and the Community University Orchestra. Congratulations, Elizabeth.
Outstanding Sophomore

Hunter Ordner
Outstanding Sophomore Man

Hunter was nominated by the Redwine Honors Program. Hunter is a member of the Redwine Honors Program and enjoys volunteering at the Wichita Falls Humane Society. Congratulations, Hunter.

Brooke Creacy
Outstanding Sophomore Woman

Brooke was nominated by the Redwine Honors Program. Brooke is a member of the Redwine Honors Program, a Resident Assistant, and a Baptist Student Ministry Leadership team member. She is also a member of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars. Congratulations, Brooke.
Outstanding Junior

Omar Combie
Outstanding Junior Man

Omar was nominated by the Catholic Campus Ministry and the Mass Communications Department. Omar is a member of the *Wichitan*, Catholic Campus Ministry, and the Caribbean Student Organization. Congratulations, Omar.

Abigail Jones
Outstanding Junior Woman

Abigail was nominated by the *Wichitan* and the Redwine Honors Program. She is a member of Model UN, the Redwine Honors Program, and the Arts and Literature Society. Abigail also serves as a copy editor at the *Wichitan* and a layout editor at the *Wai-Kun*. Congratulations, Abigail.
Outstanding Senior

DanLee Duncan
Outstanding Senior Man

DanLee was nominated by the Department of English, Humanities, and Philosophy. He is a member of the Redwine Honors Program, an MSU Texas Cheerleader, and a Resident Assistant. DanLee is also a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity and Order of Omega Honor Society. Outside of MSU, he is involved with the YMCA and Universal Cheerleaders Association. Congratulations, DanLee.

Kishelle Licorish
Outstanding Senior Woman

Kishelle was nominated by the Mathematics Department. Kishelle is a Resident Assistant, a member of the Caribbean Student Organization, the Redwine Honors Program, and a Student Ambassador. Congratulations, Kishelle.
Mahesh Reddy Dondeeti
Outstanding Graduate Man

Mahesh Reddy was nominated by the Economics, Finance, and General Business Department in the Dillard College of Business Administration. Mahesh is the President of the Indian Student Association. Congratulations, Mahesh.

Mika Morgan
Outstanding Graduate Woman

Mika was nominated by the Department of Computer Science. Mika is a member of the Golden Key International Honor Society and the Association for Computing Machinery. Outside of MSU, Mika is a member of the Texas Computer Educators Association and the Association of Texas Professional Educators. Congratulations, Mika.
Andrew Wolf  
Man of the Year

Andrew was nominated by the Gamma Sigma Epsilon Chemistry Honor Society. Andrew is a member of the Redwine Honors Program, where he served as the Vice President for the 2021 Great Plains Honors Council Planning Committee. He is also a research assistant in EURECA. Congratulations, Andrew.

Amanda Threlkeld  
Woman of the Year

Amanda was nominated by the Management Informations Systems Department. She is a member of the Beta Gamma Sigma Business Honor Society, Delta Sigma Pi, the Redwine Honors Program, and the Golden Key International Honor Society. Outside of MSU, Amanda is a part of the Big Brothers Big Sisters program, and the Texas Society of CPAs. Congratulations, Amanda.
Crege La Ronde
Viola Grady Leadership Award
Crege was nominated by the Redwine Honors Program, National Society of Black Engineers, Student Government Association, and McCoy College of Science, Mathematics, and Engineering. Crege is the Student Government Association Vice President, as well as the Vice President of the National Society of Black Engineers. He is a member of the Redwine Honors Program. Congratulations, Crege.

Deanna Duensing
Howard Farrell Community Excellence Award
Deanna was nominated by Gamma Phi Beta, the Student Government Association, and the Social Workers Acting Together organization. Deanna is a member of Student Government Association Campus Environment Committee, Gamma Phi Beta, the Financial Aid Appeals Committee, and the chair of the SGA Community Service Committee. Congratulations, Deanna.
The James L. Stewart Award for 2020-21 goes to the Sociology Club. The Sociology Club has been involved in a variety of community service projects this year. Their commitment and dedication has benefited organizations such as the Mustangs Pantry, Presbyterian Manor, Finding Refuge, and more. The Sociology Club has provided a total of 213 community hours and an estimated $3,055.00 financial contribution to the community, and impacted 500+ people within the community. Congratulations to the Sociology Club, and thank you for your outstanding service in the community!
Hunter Ordner
Hunter is majoring in Chemistry with a minor in Biology. He was recognized earlier in this presentation as the Outstanding Sophomore Man for 2020-2021.

In his letter of recommendation, Dr. Fu-Cheng Liang, Assistant Professor in Chemistry, wrote the following: "I truly believe that Hunter is not only a good student but also an excellent scientist/doctor in the future. Working with him inspires lots of creativities in science and motivates us to think about the science in different angles. With such motivation in his mind, I sincerely believe Hunter can contribute his creativity to the medical science field."
Nominees for Outstanding Student Awards
for Scholarship, Leadership, and Service

OUTSTANDING FRESHMAN MAN
Edward Alcantar*
Yoseph Helal*
Andres Revis**

OUTSTANDING FRESHMAN WOMAN
Elizabeth Horn**
Kylie Patricia Malig-On*
Katherine McNabb*

OUTSTANDING SOPHOMORE MAN
Angel Badillo Hernandez*
John Lovett*
Hunter Ordner**

OUTSTANDING SOPHOMORE WOMAN
Brooke Creacy**
Caroline Gomez*
Ebany Hanna
Bella Muniz
Lindsey Nager
Brittany Roberts*
Madeline Smoot
Alexyss Williams

OUTSTANDING JUNIOR MAN
Omar Combie**
Jim Gwin
Brendon Miller*
Andrea Repici*
Dakota Wilson

OUTSTANDING JUNIOR WOMAN
Emily Beaman
Callie Bishop*
Abigail Jones**
Tatum Spradley*
Allyson Warren

OUTSTANDING SENIOR MAN
Kevin Davis
DanLee Duncan**
Yohann Isaac*
Joel (Brian) Lang
Cheslin Maloney*
Joseph Nelson
Juan Parra
Stephen Welch
Andrew Wolf

OUTSTANDING SENIOR WOMAN
Amy Arceneaux*
Breidy Encarnacion Santiago
Maria Antonieta Garcia
Aretha Fontaine
April Kaufman
Kishelle Licorish**
Elizabeth Mahan
Melissa McIntire
Shelbi Stogdill*
Amanda Threlkeld

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE MAN
David Bellot*
Mahesh Reddy Dondeti**
William Morgan*

*Finalist
**Recipient
Nominees for Outstanding Student Awards for Scholarship, Leadership, and Service

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE WOMAN
Jernelle Jno Baptiste
Mika Morgan**
Elisha Titre*
Megan Widner*

MAN OF THE YEAR
Omar Combie
Crege La Ronde*
Montes Martinez
Kaushik Shah*
Andrew Wolf**

WOMAN OF THE YEAR
Karrington Bradley
Arshia Clare
Aretha Fontaine
Autumn Fredline
Maria Antonieta Garcia
Theresa (Teri) Higgins
Shelbi Stogdill*
Amanda Threlkeld**
Bethany Ward*
Megan Widner

VIOLA GRADY LEADERSHIP AWARD
Patrick Connelly
Amanda Hansen
David Hawkins
Crege La Ronde**
Kaushik Shah*
Amanda Threlkeld*
Bethany Ward
Andrew Wolf

HOWARD FARRELL COMMUNITY EXCELLENCE AWARD
Amy Arceneaux*
Deanna Duensing**
Montes Martinez
Kaushik Shah*

JAMES L. STEWART SERVICE AWARD
Catholic Campus Ministry Engineers for a Sustainable World Honors Program Student Council* Sigma Lambda Alpha Sorority, Inc.* Sociology Club**
The Wesley Foundation at MSU

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARD
DanLee Duncan
Haley Ferrell
Autumn Fredline
Yoseph Helal
Mandana Joseph
Crege La Ronde
Cheslin Maloney
Hunter Ordner**
Braelyn Ringwald
Kaushik Shah
Andrew Wolf

*Finalist
**Recipient

Congratulations to all of the nominees!
DILLARD COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Jeff Stambaugh, Dean

OUTSTANDING ACCOUNTING STUDENT
Syarra Tonge

OUTSTANDING ECONOMICS STUDENT
Breidy Encarnacion Santiago

OUTSTANDING FINANCE STUDENT
Katrina Matamoros

OUTSTANDING GENERAL BUSINESS STUDENT
Richard Judy, Jr.

OUTSTANDING MANAGEMENT STUDENT
Jemimah Walulya

OUTSTANDING MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS STUDENT
Tariq Morvan

OUTSTANDING MARKETING STUDENT
Kerlisha Laurent

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Mahesh Reddy Dondeti
GORDON T. & ELLEN WEST COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Dr. Matthew Capps, Dean

OUTSTANDING BACHELOR OF APPLIED ARTS AND SCIENCES STUDENT
Samantha Wolf Baumgartner

OUTSTANDING BILINGUAL EDUCATION STUDENT (BSIS Early Childhood-Grade 6/Bilingual)
Yazmin Escarcega Carranza

OUTSTANDING ELEMENTARY EDUCATION STUDENT (BSIS Early Childhood-Grade 6)
Chelsey Lourias

OUTSTANDING 4th THROUGH 8th GRADE EDUCATION STUDENT
Bethany Osborne

OUTSTANDING KINESIOLOGY STUDENT
Winston Mosse

OUTSTANDING SECONDARY EDUCATION STUDENT
Danielle Hardin

OUTSTANDING SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENT (BSIS Early Childhood-Grade 6/All Level Special Education)
Braelyn Ringwald

OUTSTANDING SPORT AND LEISURE STUDIES STUDENT
Derrick Herrick

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT IN EDUCATION
Alysha Humphrey
LAMAR D. FAIN COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
Dr. Martin Camacho, Dean

OUTSTANDING ART STUDENT
Jaeda Flores

OUTSTANDING MASS COMMUNICATION STUDENT
Karrington Bradley

OUTSTANDING MUSIC STUDENT
Lillian Adams

OUTSTANDING THEATRE STUDENT
Letha Heathe Anderson

VINSON AWARD IN JOURNALISM
Elizabeth Mahan
ACADEMIC HONORS BY COLLEGE

ROBERT D. AND CAROL COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES AND HUMAN SERVICES

Dr. Jeffrey Killion, Dean

OUTSTANDING ATHLETIC TRAINING STUDENT  
Lisa Garcia

OUTSTANDING CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDENT  
Philip Clay

OUTSTANDING DENTAL HYGIENE STUDENT  
Emily Sun

OUTSTANDING EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY STUDENT  
Robert Russell

OUTSTANDING NURSING STUDENT  
Abaigeal Gore

OUTSTANDING RADIOLOGIC SCIENCES STUDENT  
Shali Hartman

OUTSTANDING RESPIRATORY CARE STUDENT  
Kelsey Shahan

OUTSTANDING SOCIAL WORK STUDENT  
Azlynn Withrow

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT IN HEALTH SCIENCES AND HUMAN SERVICES  
William Morgan
PROTHRO-YEAGER COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Dr. Samuel Watson, Dean

OUTSTANDING ENGLISH STUDENT
Meredith Berend

OUTSTANDING HISTORY STUDENT
Nathan Endo

OUTSTANDING HUMANITIES STUDENT
Sara Conyers

OUTSTANDING GLOBAL STUDIES STUDENT
Celestine Annan

OUTSTANDING POLITICAL SCIENCE STUDENT
Shelbi Stogdill

OUTSTANDING PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT
Siedah Charles

OUTSTANDING SOCIOLOGY STUDENT
Maggie Wyatt

OUTSTANDING WORLD LANGUAGES STUDENT
Thalia Doe

VINSON AWARD IN CREATIVE WRITING
Meredith Berend

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT IN HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Kory Williams
Academic Honors by College

MCCOY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING

Dr. Margaret Brown Marsden, Dean

OUTSTANDING BIOLOGY STUDENT
Tahlia Charles

OUTSTANDING CHEMISTRY STUDENT
Amy Arceneaux

OUTSTANDING COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENT
Kevin Davis

OUTSTANDING ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE STUDENT
Khalilah Durand

OUTSTANDING GEOSCIENCES STUDENT
Lauren Stancik

OUTSTANDING MATHEMATICS STUDENT
Chad Callender

OUTSTANDING MECHANICAL ENGINEERING STUDENT
Henry Steele

OUTSTANDING PHYSICS STUDENT
Kendra Jean Jacques

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT IN SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING
Marcelo Lopes Campolino
Finalists for Clark Scholar

Bailey Brenek
Brooke Creacy
Peyton Lewis
Hunter Ordner
Grayson Porter
Brittany Roberts
Brittany Roberts

Brittany has been described as a leader in the classroom. She is quick to help her fellow students and seeks to uplift and empower others. She is a diligent student and a dedicated writer. She is active in the Student Government Association and was recently elected as Vice President for 2021-2022. Brittany is very involved with the Wichita Falls Alliance for Arts and Culture, teaching and sharing her talents. She is a singer and songwriter and performs locally. As a Sociology major, she wants to collaborate with student organizations and resources, like the MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center, to create initiatives that aid students who are mothers on campus. Brittany plans to pursue a Ph.D. in Social Policy and in part, use that education as a platform to help create policies that aid marginalized communities.
Finalists for Hardin Scholar

Autumn Fredline

Theresa (Teri) Higgins

Montes Martinez
2021 Hardin Scholar

Autumn Fredline

Autumn received the “Brian L. Lawrence” award for her publications in the Voices literary magazine and was a member of the team that won the “Distinguished Delegation” award at the National Model United Nations conference. She has presented papers at the International Conference on Sociology and Media Studies in New York, American Studies Association of Texas conference, Great Plains Honors Council conference, and the Southwest Popular/American Culture Association in New Mexico.

Autumn received many letters of recommendation, where she was described as a stellar scholar, brilliant, motivated, and a rising star. She is a triple major who has been named to the President's Honor Roll every semester she has been enrolled and the varied types of writing and research she pursues show exactly what MSU Texas stands for: a public liberal arts education.
Congratulations to all of the 2021 Award Recipients!